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1. Overview
The Data Collection Module provides tools for creating new datasets, enter metadata, and upload
data to the system. There are three workflows available under the Collect tab:




Create a dataset
Upload data to a dataset
Push big files to server

2. Create a new dataset
This wizard will assist you in creating a new dataset in BExIS. The Wizard is very flexible and builds up
differently depending on the selected Metadata structure. Therefore, we describe only the basic
functions here. The first and last steps are always the same, however.
The first step is to generate an empty dataset based on your selection of the three mandatory
elements: research plan, data structure, and metadata structure (see fig. 1).

Figure 1

On the last page a summary of the entered content is provided for your review; also pointing out
potential errors (e.g. missing values in mandatory fields).
The intervening steps are determined by the selected metadata structure.
The user interface (UI) is divided into four parts which are described hereafter (see fig. 2).
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Figure 2

2.1 Content
The content area in the center is where you enter metadata describing your dataset. The forms
provided here may look different and contain different attributes depending on the metadata
schema (structure) you have chosen in the first step.
In each step, there is a button titled Validate to examine whether required attributes have been filled
and whether the information complies with the business logic. The validation may also be triggered
by using the Next button in the navigation panel or by navigating through the step list in the left
panel.
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Figure 3

Check whether the entered values are valid. Messages are displayed on the right.
Add an attribute.
Remove an attribute.
Change order of the attribute.
Change the active tab. Active tab highlighted in white. Remove tab
Add another attribute collection (package) of the same type
Required attributes
Figure 4
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2.2 Step List
The Step List on the left provides an overview and a clickable guide through the different steps of the
Create Dataset Wizard. The icons next to each step show one of the following statuses.

Successfully validated.
Indicates an error in the respective form
Shows the active step.
No icon means no attendance yet.
You may jump back and forth between the steps by clicking on it.

Figure 5

2.3 Navigation
At the bottom of the page you will find more navigation options for sequential conduct. Navigating
with these buttons will also trigger the validation of the respective form.
Return to previous step
Move one step forward
Deletes everything and starts with the first step.
Show the total number of steps and the position of the active step.

2.4 Messages
On the right side information on whether the validation of the respective form was successful or
created errors will be displayed.

Messages are displayed in two different colors.
Red means there is an error
Green indicates no error present.
To get more information about an error, click the plus button to
open the details.

Figure 6
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3. Upload Data
This wizard will assist you in uploading data into the BExIS repository and link it to an existing dataset
in the system. The system supports both, structured and unstructured data.
Structured Dataset
The current BExIS system accepts structured data as Microsoft Excel (*.xlsm) or any other delimited
file (e.g. *.csv,*.tsv, *.txt). If you are using an Excel template defined and downloaded earlier on from
the BExIS system (refer to Data Planning User Guide for more details), the structure of that file is
automatically detected by the system. In that way it is assured that the data structure of the data file
and the data structure of the repository are identical.
Unstructured Dataset
In the case of unstructured data, your data files will be uploaded and registered with a dataset in the
system, but the contents of the data is not processed any further. This means your files will be stored
on the server, but they are treated as black-box.

3.1. Start

Figure 7

To upload your data, please go to the Update data to a dataset tab under Collect tab.
Hereafter, the workflow for uploading structured data is described in detail. The workflow for
unstructured data is a simplified version of the same comprising only sections 3.2 and 3.4.
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3.2.Select File

Figure 8

In the first step, a file containing your data needs to be selected. You can either select a file from
your local computer or a file that has been uploaded to the server by using the “Push big files to
Server” Option (see section 4 of this document).
Once a file has been selected and the file name is displayed at the top right corner, click the Next
button and proceed to the next step.

3.3. Get File Information
For all Microsoft Excel files using a BExIS 2 template the file information and data structure is
automatically extracted and this step is omitted. Please refer to the Data Planning User Guide for
more details on how to create such a template.
For all CSV/TSV/TXT files users need to provide information on the file structure and formatting.
First, please choose a separator that is being used to separate data values from each other in your
file.
Depending on your language different punctuation is used for decimal values. Please choose the one
present in your file.
Next please specify whether the orientation of your data is column-wise or row-wise (see figure
below).

Figure 9
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Data sets may contain empty rows or columns on top or to the left before the header and the actual
data values start. Please specify this offset in number of columns or rows.
Further, your data file may contain a header defining variable names, types etc. The row/column
where this header starts needs to be specified (see figure below).

Figure 10

Finally, the row/column where the actual data values start needs to be specified.

3.4. Specify Dataset

Figure 11

In BExIS your data is stored and managed as part of a dataset. A dataset may contain one or more of
your data files. But all data files within one dataset must be of the same data structure, i.e. the
number of variables and their properties must be identical in each file. To upload your data to the
system, please select one of the existing dataset from the dropdown list.

3.5. Define Primary Key

Figure 12
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While adding data to an existing dataset you need to specify a unique identifier (e.g. primary key) for
your dataset. If your dataset already contains a variable with such a key please select it. Otherwise a
primary key can be created by combining available variables. Please click the Check button to verify
whether the selected combination is unique. If you go back and change something in the process of
uploading, you need to check the primary key again.

3.6. Validation

Figure 13

With this step, the selected data file is validated against the selected data structure. Both, the
structure of the data (e.g. variable properties) and whether the data values fit to the specified
structure (e.g. data type, value range) is evaluated.
Click on Validate button to validate the data file.
If you go back and change something in the process of uploading, you need to validate the file again.

3.7. Summary

Figure 14

With this final step a summary of your uploaded data file is provided. Please check the information
and click the Finish button to confirm and finalize the upload.
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4. Push big files to server
Please use this interface to upload multiple files or very large files that may take several minutes or
hours to transfer, depending on your network speed. There is a white list of accepted file formats,
which can be extended upon request (please email to: bexis-support@uni-jena.de).
Uploaded files are stored in separate folders for each user, so users have only access to their own
files. Once a file has been registered with a dataset in the system it will be removed from this
temporary folder.
You may delete files from your folder by clicking the cross icon next to the file name.

Figure 15
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